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Abstract
There is a recurrent conflict concerning law and judgment in the Catholic tradition. The tension between the manner in which just punitive judgments are to
be rendered and the possibility of judging justly, if at all, is found frequently in
Scripture and in Church history. This paper will give an overview of the dynamics of this tension in Scripture and in the significant disparities between natural law and more voluntaristic theories of law in the Middle Ages. It will then
present current Catholic Social Teaching on this topic and offer suggestions as
to how insights from the tradition may help clarify some of the problems in
contemporary debates over the nature of law and the dynamics of sentencing.
Law, judgment, and punishment exacted for violations of law are matters of utmost importance in any society. They are also moral and spiritual issues with
deep roots in Catholic theology. This essay will survey some of the principal
ways these topics have been understood in the Catholic tradition. It will first
provide a brief overview of the phenomena of hyper-retribution and mass incarceration in contemporary criminal justice, then proceed to a synopsis of three
distinct strands in the Catholic tradition dealing with law and judgment: (1)
Scripture and the moral quandary induced in those who judge; (2) natural law,
its avowal of the divine legitimacy of positive law and its mechanism of judgment for malefactors; and (3) elements of nominalism and “purely penal law”
that in many instances present law primarily as an exercise of power and control rather than a mirror of the mind of God. This will be followed by a summary
of recent Church teaching in which a coherent synthesis of these once disparate
ideological strands has been achieved, doing much to inform and resolve some
of the dilemmas being faced in the areas of criminal jurisprudence and punishment. Finally, some suggestions will be offered as to how the topics raised in this
essay might be investigated in the context of Catholic higher education.

Fractures in the Penal Landscape
It is difficult to conceive how society could function without a system of law and legal accountability. Even those who take issue with
Hobbes’s view that social life is a war of all against all would largely
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concede that some form of punitive judgment and corporal restraint of
wanton lawbreakers must be enforced to safeguard the life, liberty, and
property of law-abiding citizens.1 Yet current criminal justice policy in
the United States has reached a level of intervention and retribution
that might have surprised even Hobbes: 2.3 million adults, more than
one in every one hundred, are either in jail or in prison. This number
easily surpasses the rates of incarceration of any other nation in the
world, including China and Russia.2 Add to this the skyrocketing expansion of federal and state criminal codes, and one can see little reason
to deny that this trend will continue into the foreseeable future.3 One
law professor stated that we are coming ever closer to a situation “in
which the law on the books makes everyone a felon.”4
The large-scale confinement of a nation’s citizens is a pressing ethical matter in itself, but the moral stakes are raised greatly when one
considers the massive disparities in rates of incarceration between those
with and without social and economic capital. Approximately one in every three black males will enter jail or prison in his lifetime as compared
to less than six percent of white males.5 There is a general social consensus that inmates deserve not only long terms of imprisonment, but also
whatever harm befalls them during their confinement.6 The barely disguised class and racial bias in the tailoring of the criminal class has
perhaps found its most shameful expression in the appellation increasingly used to describe contemporary corrections: “waste management.”7
What has been termed the “penal harm” movement has been
flanked by the still strong civic support for the death penalty. According
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to David Garland there is a desire not only for rough justice, but “for
consuming mediated images of offenders being put to death.”8 Garland
likens this craving to the desire in the post-Reconstruction South for
the public torture and lynching of blacks, particularly those accused of
crimes against white women. He writes that “many of the same social
functions performed by lynching then are performed by capital punishment now; and much the same political structures that permitted lynchings then, enable capital punishment now.”9
A number of scholars contend that the shameful state of affairs
described above can be traced to the abandonment in modern jurisprudence of the religious and, in many ways specifically Catholic, roots of
the Western legal tradition.10 The Catholic tradition generally, and specifically its legal legacy, provide a number of guidelines that challenge
and, I will contend, correct how we view the guilty, judge them, and
treat them once guilt has been established.
As the ethicist, Oliver O’Donovan, surmises, to judge another is to
create a new public context.11 The position of the Catholic tradition is
that the new “judgmental” context must first reveal mercy and a belief
in the infinite and equal worth of every person, regardless of the crime. It
is only in that framework that just laws can be enacted, just judgments
rendered, just punishment created, and a just forgiveness offered. The
following section will present a brief overview of law and judgment
within the Catholic tradition.
Catholic Perspectives on Law and Judgment
There is something in the nature of the judgment of others, even
the criminally guilty, that presents Christians with a serious quandary.
How can I, a sinful person desperately in need of God’s mercy and
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forgiveness, stand in judgment of another sinner? O’Donovan writes: “To
step across into the role of the judge is to leave the position of evangelical strength and to enter the sphere of human weakness and political
shame.”12 Despite this, the overriding concern of Catholic theological
methodology has been to adopt not an either/or but a both/and approach
to dilemmas like the one just posed. The Church confronts challenging
conceptual dyads such as nature and grace, faith and reason, or freedom and obedience and finds in efforts to harmonize them a satisfying,
though at times frustrating, reminder of the union of all things in Christ,
and steadfastly refuses to succumb to ideological reductionism. More to
the point, our flawed human condition repeatedly affirms the necessity
of both mercy and punitive judgment. The fact that neither dialectical
pole can be abandoned in Catholic thought has produced rich and divergent constellations of ideas. Three of those constellations can be found
in the biblical text, natural law, and in more subjectivist theories such
as nominalism and purely penal law.
Law and Judgment in Scripture
Both those who favor and oppose a strong retributive juridic
structure in the face of willful wrongdoing can find abundant biblical
warrant. St. John equates sin with lawlessness: “to sin is to break the
law”13; while St. Paul states: “if you pass judgment you have no excuse.
In judging others you condemn yourself.”14 Throughout Scripture one
finds numerous laments about unjust judges and unjust laws. The
psalmist cries: “Ignorant and senseless, they [judges] carry on blindly,
undermining the very basis of earthly society.”15 Isaiah states: “Woe to
those who enact unjust statutes . . . Depriving the needy of judgment
and robbing my people’s poor of their rights.”16 Yet these denunciations of immoral judges and legislators who seek personal gain rather
than justice, most often in cases involving the poor, in no way subvert
the underlying contention that judgment is a necessary function ordained by God.17 Since there was no law before the sin of our first
12
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parents, the creation by God of judges to interpret and apply the law
reveals not only divine recognition of the ineradicable duplicity of the
human heart but also that the institution of government is inseparable from the act of judgment.18
There are, however, countervailing moral directives. Abel’s blood
does indeed cry to the heavens for justice19 but God’s response is to
disavow vengeance, protecting Cain and cursing anyone who would
dare to condemn God’s generous decision to provide him with safe passage and peaceful exile.20 Moreover, the author of Hebrews declares
that God refuses to accept the human cry for justice, no matter how
transparent the guilt of the offender: “the sprinkled blood of Jesus
speaks more loudly than the blood of Abel.”21 In the Gospels, this passage from Hebrews is substantiated in what Christians proclaim as
the culminating event in world history. This is the unimpeachable directive, Christ’s refusal to pass judgment on his persecutors: “Father
forgive them for they know not what they do.”22 The events preceding
the passion repeatedly reveal the establishment by Jesus of a nonjudgmental reign in which Christians are to forgive those who trespass
against them,23 in which the essential condition to receive divine forgiveness is to render it to one’s debtors, oppressors, and enemies,24 and
in which Christ himself declares, “Friend, who set me up as your judge
or arbiter?”25
Mercy, therefore, is not what might be termed a supererogatory act
(above and beyond the call of duty), but rather a foundational requirement of the Christian life.26 This is not only because the Lord commanded it but also because he made it apparent in his analogy of the
splinter and the log. The human eye, so compromised in its own vision
by the strain of sin, cannot see honestly the worth of others and the true
meaning of their acts.27
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St. Ambrose, commenting on Paul’s famous insistence that Christians can find neither freedom nor salvation in obedience to law, wrote:
Paul says, “through the law I died to the law, that I might live to God;” which
is to say that through the spiritual law he is dead to the material interpretation of the law. Let us, too, by the law of our Lord Jesus Christ, die to this law
which gives authority to treacherous decrees! Faith in Christ, not law, founded
the church.”28

Yet St. Paul also urges the Christians in Corinth to “hand over to
Satan” the community congregant sleeping with his stepmother.29 They
are to guard steadfastly the moral integrity of the faith community by
enforcing the strict disciplinary requirements of the Gospel and refusing
fellowship with those in defiance of them.30 The Gospels also establish a
clear procedure for judgment of sinful Christians31 as well as the authority of binding and loosing (excommunication and forgiveness) conferred
upon the apostles.32 Finally, Paul sets the tone for subsequent Christian
defense of the political order and its office of judgment and prosecution
in his famous counsel: that Christians must obey all governing authorities, not only because they are instituted by God but also because their
swift and terrible repression of the sinful and disobedient reveals God’s
own recognition of such policy as a necessary social requirement.33
This rich and divergent set of biblical claims could hardly yield a
single and settled understanding of law and judgment. Indeed, the
clashes among seminal and influential thinkers on these matters surfaced early in Catholic tradition and reverberate to our own day.
Law, Society, and Judgment as Natural
Catholic social thought has been deeply influenced by the natural
law.34 For example, since the beginning of modern Catholic Social Teaching
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(CST) with the publication of Rerum novarum in 1891, virtually every
social encyclical up to and including the papacy of Paul VI derived its
implicit, if not explicit, foundation from this stance.35 The fact that
these encyclicals are addressed not only to Catholics but “to all men
[and women] of good will” implies fundamental tenets of the natural
law. Among these are: that reason is compromised, but not inherently
corrupted, by sin; that one’s faith stance is not a detriment to the assent
to the proclamation of truth; and that positive law, properly promulgated and ordained to the common good of all citizens, must be obeyed
and its violation curtailed by state intervention.36
In the mid-twelfth century, Rufinus the Canonist wrote that natural law “is a kind of natural propulsion, implanted by nature in each
person, to do good and avoid evil.”37 Virtually identical is the description provided by St. Thomas Aquinas.38 Gratian, the twelfth century
monk and first architect of Canon law, begins his seminal work, The
Decretum, with these words: “The human race is ruled by two [means]
namely natural law and usages. Natural law is what is contained in the
Law and the Gospel by which each is commanded to do to another what
he wants done to himself.”39 In the fifteenth century, Nicholas of Kues,
echoing Aquinas, drew these timeless conclusions for our topic: “All legislation is based on the natural law and any law which contradicts it
cannot be valid. Hence since natural law is naturally based on reason,
all law is rooted by nature in the reason of man.”40
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The lasting importance of this concept is virtually assured; it still
is invoked widely among intellectuals as a foundational legal and moral
philosophy. It also inspires socially committed men and women in every
generation with its contention that law must be honored because it is
an inherently moral reality and that “inquiry into the nature of law is
ultimately a form of moral inquiry.”41
Such a formulation provides a direct challenge to the dominant
philosophy of legal positivism in our own day with its fully pragmatic
and procedural appraisal of law’s meaning and content.42 Natural law
thinkers maintain that public adherence to the demands of law is not a
result of cost-benefit analysis or other materialist motives. It results
from the virtues inculcated in citizens through family, church, and civic
association that enable the will to consent to what reason affirms: that
law establishes the order and justice essential to both human and spiritual fulfillment.43 Law is not simply “what we do around here” but a
necessary institution for the protection and fostering of the common
good.44 This formal characteristic is of the utmost value when force and
judgment must be levied upon those who neglect or deviate from the
moral consensus underlying legal statutes.
Justice demands that lawbreakers be punished. The basic justification for the infliction of corporal detention is that harm caused to others
through disregard for law is doubly culpable. The first violation is violence to others and, by extension, to the whole community; the second is
a disruption of the perfect order established by God in creation. Preeminent thinkers such as St. Anselm, St. Thomas Aquinas, and Peter
Abelard were in near perfect agreement in this understanding.45
True to the Catholic tradition and its commitment to dialectical balance, however, justice is barely recognizable without equity and mercy.
41
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Aquinas followed Aristotle in his contention that pure legal justice, such
as one finds in American courts today with sentencing grids and mandatory minimum sentences, is inferior to particular justice where the magistrate takes the circumstances of the case into account and judges with
equity.46 Implied here is a recognition that wrong must be seen in the
context of the subject’s own story and cannot become the controlling factor in the judgment rendered for a legal infraction.47 This personal
approach is echoed in recent Catholic theology by Karl Rahner who observes that sin is a “permanent existential” and indelible part of the
human condition. This results from the inevitable constraints not only
on human freedom but also on each person’s ability to determine the
proper course of action due to the limitations of knowledge, heredity, and
other powerful instrumental factors.48 In accord with justice as conceived
in the Sermon on the Mount, this innate fallibility requires those who
judge to temper righteous indignation with humility and compassion.49
Classic natural law theory always contains an element of subjectivity. Aquinas wrote that there was room for wide variation the more
one moved from general precepts of natural law (do good, avoid evil;
respect life; seek the truth and the common welfare; worship God), to
application of these in specific cultural locales and situations.50
This was most cogently presented by his use of epikeia. The concept
of epikeia was recovered in the revival of interest in early Greek philosophy
during the Middle Ages. It has influenced Catholic thinkers extensively
and not without controversy. Epikeia means that in cases of doubt as to
how a precept is to be applied, one has the moral and social freedom to
interpret how the lawgivers might have responded had they encountered the same situation.
Giles of Rome wrote that there are three ways doubts could arise
concerning the binding force of a statute: “The first is when certain cases arise which are as it were outside the laws . . . Second . . . when certain cases arise in which it is difficult to observe the laws . . . Third,
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judgments of judges are wont to vary by reason of doubtfulness.”51 Aquinas’ own reverence for law placed moral constraints upon the judgment
rendered by the doubtful subject, lest it become a justification for license, but he still placed epikeia within the purview of legal equity and
maintained that it was as much an element of justice as the mandate of
the judge to punish criminal acts.52
Thus the second attempt by Catholic thinkers to balance law and
judgment sought, finally, to bring harmony to freedom and mercy on one
hand, and to order, obedience, and judgment on the other. Despite its impressive intellectual merits, some important interpreters of the natural
law took a much more subjective reading of law and judgment. Their insights have had a legal and social impact that extends to the present day.
Nominalism and Purely Penal Law
St. Francis is one of the most revered spiritual figures of all time.
His love of all creation, radical poverty, and repudiation of violence continue to inspire men and women today as in preceding generations.
Francis is rarely thought of in revolutionary terms, but his thoughts
concerning rights, law, and human freedom unleashed a storm of controversy whose influence has been decisive in the evolution of these
concepts. Francis and his followers were a literal “cradle of rights doctrines.” They were radical exemplars of personalism and individualism
in their reduction of the cosmic to the particular. In fact, for Francis and
the movement he generated, the cosmic was the particular as each living
being embodied the fullness of the divine and summoned the care and
devotion directed to the divine.53
St. Bonaventure (d. 1274) was the first to translate the Franciscan
ethos of absolute poverty into a legal theory and it came to the fore subsequently in a conflict with Pope John XXII over whether the Franciscans
had a “right” to own anything and, therefore, whether Christ and the disciples did as well. The Franciscans said no and the Pope said yes.54 The
51
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controversy is fascinating and bears strongly on our topic in that one of
the most brilliant of the Friars, William of Ockham, took a public stand in
defense of the order and against the pontiff. Ockham’s defense was based
on two concepts. The first dealt with the absolute sovereignty of God and
presented a core nominalist principle, namely that the divine will is independent of any human understanding or control. As Tierney states, summarizing Ockham: “God could create an alternative universe of values in
which adultery, stealing and lying might be virtuous.”55 This leads to
Ockham’s second thesis: the descending order of authority from God to
humans (via the natural law) and, by extension, to legitimate government
(via the human law) was baseless and invalid. “I claim that positive moral
science, e.g., the science used by jurists, is not a demonstrative science in
many ways. For the arguments of jurists are based on positive human
laws, which do not include evidently known propositions.”56 He believed
that the only moral principles concerning government that God communicated directly to human reason were those contained in the Bible. In these,
the authority of rulers (other than the people of God) was not accorded
clear origin.57 For example, Christ accepted Pilate’s authority to condemn
him to death but in no way suggested approval or endorsement of the
moral legitimacy of Roman rule.58 In reference to the Franciscan dispute,
Ockham argued that the Franciscans (and, a fortiori, Christ) had no positive legal right to the objects they used, but possessed a natural right
common to all to use the things of the earth. Therefore, natural rights create just actions even in the absence of a right guaranteed by law.59
Certainly, Scripture provides “right reason” (reason guided by virtue), a tool in the determination of which laws are justly imposed, but
Ockham broadened the subjective determination of rightful conduct far
more than did Aquinas with the concept of epikeia.
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The issues of poverty and ownership in this dispute were a catalyst
for the spreading of the idea of rights as a power of free persons and not
simply as objective determinations of conduct contained in the law. The
words of St. Paul were echoed in the controversy: “All things are licit for
me.”60 Proponents of this movement understood Scripture differently
than those of natural law. This resulted in a loosening of the unquestioned moral legitimacy of law, its mechanism of judgment, and the punishment inflicted upon those who hold it in contempt.
The other challenge to natural law, one as formidable as that of
Ockham, came at the end of the sixteenth century from the Spanish
Jesuit, Francisco Suarez. With his theory of “purely penal law” he paved
the way for many of the basic assumptions held by contemporary jurists.
An intellectual descendent of both Aquinas and Ockham, Suarez
was committed to a course that would harmonize the natural law with
the growing emphasis on rights as a power inherent in the individual.
Unlike his traditional contemporaries, his theory contended that the
sovereignty of the ruler and the laws enacted by the ruler were substantiated not by a direct donation of power from God but by will and consent.61 Suarez maintained that in seeking to enact a law, the ruler would
first determine the various alternatives according to the end established
for government (service to the common good). In this, he was standing
directly in the shadow of Aquinas. But then Suarez argued that the final decision resided not in the reason but in the will of the sovereign
who determines the given law and commands all subjects to obey it.62
His overall legal theory can be summed up in the following comment on
international law: “The law of nations is constitutive, not demonstrative
of evil. It does not forbid things because they are evil, but makes them
evil by forbidding them.”63
Suarez cannot be accused of encouraging lawlessness; he had a
firm commitment to the legitimacy of government, particularly when
subjects gave their consent to the political order.64 In stunning contrast
60
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to natural law theorists, however, was his contention that law, an act
finally of the will rather than reason, does not morally bind in conscience.65 Repeating a phrase that dates at least from Gregory the
Great, Suarez argued that the sovereign punished “sine culpa, non
tamen sine causa” (without fault, not however without cause).66 This
means that a legislator may justly punish disobedience but the guilt of
the perpetrator is nonmoral and purely political. Herein lies the foundation of Suarez’s conception of purely penal law and the freedom of the
conscience in relation to it: “It can be proven, however, that strictly
speaking those who violate purely penal law are not guilty of sin . . .
because that which follows from an honest conscience is not sin.”67
This is similar to the philosophy of those who practice civil disobedience to what they determine to be unjust laws, and accept the punishment meted out for that stance. Suarez argued that there was a moral
obligation in promulgated law but that obligation resided in submitting
to the penalty not to any ontological truth in the law’s command.68
We began this section with the sense that the antinomy in Scripture between just penal judgment and the freedom of the Christian in
all, save mercy and forgiveness, would yield a similar harvest of ideological dualism among subsequent generations of Christians. Having
discussed some of the variations in legal interpretation within the tradition, we now proceed to summarize how current CST has drawn from
each of those perspectives to present a comprehensive ethical vision of
law and judgment that has immediate relevance for the conceptual and
practical flaws in current criminal justice practices.
Law and Judgment in Current Catholic Social Thought
Catholic Social Thought, whether in doctrinal texts or in the social
encyclicals, contains a strong bias in favor of the legitimacy of government, its right to judge illegal behavior, and its moral authority to punish the culpable: “In order to protect the common good, the lawful public
authority must exercise the right and duty to inflict punishments according to the seriousness of the crimes committed.”69 This notion is
65
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ancient, not only found in Scripture but also throughout the tradition of
the Church. Irenaeus wrote at the turn of the third century: “For since
man, by departing from God . . . engaged in every sort of disordered conduct . . . God imposed upon mankind the fear of man . . . in order that,
being subjected to the authority of men, and under custody of their laws,
they might attain to some degree of justice.”70 Aquinas argued that the
final end of each person, union with God, was dependent on the training
in the cardinal virtues (prudence, justice, fortitude, temperance), a task
in which the state and its laws were primary agents.71
This positive designation of the state as a necessary moral force in
both civic and Christian life does not, however, summarily dismiss the
more pragmatic or opportunistic view suggested in the thought of figures
like Ockham and Suarez. Beginning with the encyclicals of Pope John
Paul II, the pre-eminence of natural law (and its descending logic of legitimate authority) has given way to a more phenomenological approach
to social questions. While revering the natural law, Pope John Paul II
was often highly critical of the injustices in modern society. He also
echoed Catholic theological convictions concerning the reality of social
sin, specifically, how the institutions of society, legal institutions among
them, mask a draconian assault on the vulnerable beneath a rhetoric of
freedom and respect for the common good. Officially, the recognition of
the reality of social sin was first seen with the publication of Gaudium et
spes during the Second Vatican Council: “To be sure, the disturbances
which so frequently occur in the social order result in part from natural
tensions . . . But at a deeper level they flow from man’s pride and selfishness, which contaminate even the social sphere. When the structure of
affairs is flawed by the consequences of sin, man, already born with a
bent toward evil, finds there new inducements to sin, which cannot be
overcome without strenuous efforts and the assistance of grace.”72
For his part, John Paul II wrote that “structures” of sin “opposed to
the will of God” and “the good of neighbor” manifest themselves in two
70
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principal ways: “On the one hand, the all-consuming desire for profit,
and on the other, the thirst for power, with the intention of imposing
one’s will upon others. In order to characterize better each of these attitudes, one can add the expression, ‘at any price’.”73
These ideas concerning both the legitimacy and sinfulness of the
state’s legal and punitive functions reveal that current CST has absorbed the best ideas contained in the Church’s intellectual heritage,
regardless of the tensions that appear to rule out their harmonious
union. In effect, this binding of apparent opposites traces back to the
New Testament, as we noted in the first section.
Another theme in current Church teaching, a close parallel to the
one just discussed, is the goal of reconciling judgment and punishment
with mercy and forgiveness. Whether one approaches willful breaches
of the social contract from the perspective of natural law or purely penal
law, the plain-sense view of the tradition is that one must accept the
punishment for one’s actions, even if such actions are in accord with a
properly formed conscience.74 The tradition also firmly insists that moral constraints be placed upon the structures of criminal justice to abjure
prejudice, to judge leniently, to encourage remorse rather than inflict
pain, and to offer forgiveness to the repentant offender: “There is a twofold purpose here. On the one hand, encouraging the re-insertion of the
condemned person into society; on the other, fostering a justice that
reconciles, a justice capable of restoring harmony in social relationships
disrupted by the criminal act committed.”75
We have already noted that even for those convinced that the state
ultimately executes God’s own justice, equity was considered an integral part of justice. Gregory the Great stated that “all who are over others ought to consider in themselves not the authority of their rank, but
the equality of their condition, and rejoice not to be over man, but to do
73
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them good.”76 In the Middle Ages, John of Salisbury wrote that “the
uncorrupted judge is one whose determination is on the basis of the assiduous contemplation of the image of equity.”77
These common beliefs of our theological and spiritual forebears in
the Catholic tradition are accompanied by a final one that bears particular relevance in today’s penal climate. The infliction of pain on another, although done in compliance with laws agreed upon by common
consent, is a sober and fearsome task that requires a humble and penitential reverence to God as the ultimate judge and to those upon whom
righteous vengeance must fall. James Whitman has noted that the modern legal framework, in which witnesses are compelled to offer evidence
of fault and juries to pronounce the defendant culpable and worthy of
punishment, is not a result of democratic reform but coercion. Our judicial and legislative ancestors, well aware of the Gospel’s directive to
refrain from judging others lest a similar judgment be levied by God
against them, initiated the method whereby common people, reluctant
as the ruling authorities to condemn others, were forced under threat of
penal sanction, to put their own souls in jeopardy so as not to endanger
the salvation of their lords.78
This long-standing recognition of the deep ambiguity of punishing
others can be found in current Catholic Social Teaching where a holistic
approach to sentencing is encouraged, one that takes into account not
only an appropriate punishment for offenses committed but also the
well-being of offenders, their families, and their communities of origin.
Furthermore, the Church espouses a restorative approach to justice in
which a proper restitution can be made to the victim after a mediated
interchange. The hope is that there will be closure for those affected by
the crime as well as forgiveness and restoration.79
In their recent presentation of a Catholic perspective on criminal
justice, the Catholic Bishops of the United States integrate the various
lines of historical speculation on law and judgment into a theory capable of providing a searing and constructive critique of current justice
dynamics. At the Scriptural level, the bishops embrace the divine call
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for both justice and mercy: “Just as God never abandons us, so too we
must be in covenant with one another. We are all sinners, and our response to sin and failure should not be abandonment and despair, but
rather justice, contrition, reparation, and return or reintegration of all
into the community.”80 They honor the natural law “that resides within
the hearts of individuals” and uphold the traditional emphasis on government as executor of God’s moral law: “We cannot and will not tolerate behavior that threatens lives and violates the rights of others. We
believe in responsibility, accountability, and legitimate punishment . . .
The community has a right to establish and enforce laws to protect people and to advance the common good.”81 Yet, they also reinforce the opposition to irresponsible and unjust governance so pronounced in contemporary CST, echoing the counsel of Ockham and Suarez. The bishops
lament the “racism and discrimination” that haunt not only our nation
but also our penal system and they decry the “rigid formulations” that
now define sentencing policy and the “failure” of severely punitive legislation enacted for many youthful offenders.82
With this firm yet generous understanding of justice, judgment,
and law, the Catholic tradition, particularly in the remarkable synthesis achieved in current social doctrine, can offer much to the cynical,
punitive, and overly selective approach to criminal justice practiced today in the courtrooms of the United States. The current positivist approach provides law with only two attributes: a rigorous scientific methodology and a commitment to law as nothing more than the rules
established at a given place and time and enforced by the courts.83 It is
summed up in the writing of Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes who did so
much to steer American jurisprudence in a positivist direction and to
deny any foundational meaning to the legal process. Holmes stated: “I
should be glad if we could get rid of the whole moral phraseology which
I think has tended to distort the law.”84
In effect, legal positivism reintroduces a purely penal approach to
law but one stripped of the commitments of its founders. In its current
form, compliance is secured through a combination of state power and
appeal to the self-interest, not the moral conscience, of the citizenry.85
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It takes an agnostic view of what Suarez, Ockham, and Aquinas all held
in the deepest regard: the inviolable sacredness of each human life. It
fails to replicate the complex moral system of figures such as Ockham
and Suarez who steadfastly delineated the difference between law as an
act of willful power and law as a legitimate reflection of Scriptural truth
and a communal desire to foster harmony, order, and justice.86
In similar fashion, some contemporary legal theorists have noted
the distinct impact of canon law (deeply ingrained as it is with natural
law theory) upon the foundations of Western legal systems, and argue
that a similar transcendent legal ethos must be re-embraced. Their argument (following Aquinas) is that law functions according to its true
nature when it aims to uplift the quality of life of all citizens. Civic compliance to law is not a function of law’s power to coerce but its ability to
evoke a truthful conception of the good life that all who are rational affirm in the depths of their being.87 Finally, recent historical accounts of
the development of the judicial system reveal that contemporary courtroom dynamics were determined in large part by a biblically inspired
fear to face the terrible burden of passing judgment, rather than through
humanist cries for democratic procedure.
There is much convincing evidence that the current economy of
criminal justices suffused with racial and class bias, is overly punitive,
and lacks the ability to summon from the populace a sense of moral
regard for legislative enactments. This paper has suggested that part of
the reason for these failures can be traced to a lack of knowledge about
and appreciation for the tradition responsible for much of the legal
structure. A second explanation lies in the critical failure to acknowledge that law can neither bind us to the obligations and sacrifices it
entails nor dispense true justice without an a priori commitment to the
inestimable worth of every human life.
The CST has bequeathed to us a legal philosophy that is both speculative and practical. It cherishes law, properly promulgated, but contains a host of checks upon irresponsible and self-serving legislation. It
sanctions the judgment and punishment of malefactors but rejects retribution lacking in attentiveness to individual circumstance and forgetful of the mercy owed to all. Finally, it makes an assertion that is not
legal but theological in origin, namely that every life is sacred. It is this
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latter commitment that gives law its meaning and justice its force; and
without it, no law can bind and no judgment can be just.
Implications for Catholic Higher Education
The Catholic faith community assures its vibrancy by a continual
conversation with its past. Scholars have noted that the real test for all
institutions, not to mention human beings, is their ability to weather
epistemological crises, that is, to face honestly and openly, new and challenging information. The strongest institutions and people rely on a
faith that sees everything as gift.88
Catholic social ethics deserves a cherished place in the academic
curriculum not only because it directs itself consciously to the most
pressing ethical issues of our day, but also because it confronts them
from a unified and unique perspective, grounded in social responsibility
and eschatological hope. Since the Western legal tradition and its methods of criminal sanction both derive from movements and theological
developments within the Church, a focused study of CST in these vital
areas can provide students with the intellectual resources necessary to
guide contemporary society in its quest to craft an effective and redemptive system of criminal justice.
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